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What Is It and How Does It Work?
Twitch is a live streaming platform in which users can watch live or archived videos based on their interests, while interacting with the
broadcaster and other spectators. Although the most popular channels are about videogames, one can also find videos about cooking,
music, travelling and Q&A. In February 2020, Twitch had 3.8 million broadcasters and on average 15 million active users visit this
site daily (Yaden 2020) ¹. Twitch is available on many devices (computer, phone, PS4, Xbox, Chromecast and Apple Tv) and while the
basic account is free, the platform offers different subscription options to serve the needs of various users.
At the heart of Twitch’s success and popularity is the integration between content and community: Twitch broadcasts are
constructed as co-productions between streamers and the audience as the real-time interaction between these two groups is an integral
part of the social and interactive video experience that defines this platform. On one side, some people participate as content creators
and entertainers and start their own channels, “[transforming] their private play into public entertainment” (Taylor 2018, p.6) ². This
group is known as “live streamers” and their typical broadcast include a live feed of their screen and a webcam displaying their
reactions to the in-game events and comments of the audience. On the other side, instead, others join the platform as viewers and they
can decide their level of participation based on their personal preferences and wants: viewers can either simply watch the show, taking
a “lean back” approach ( Miller 2019, p. 75)³ or, through the live chat, they can actively participate in the Twitch broadcast by talking
with other viewers and/or asking questions to the streamer, “leaning forward” and becoming co-productors of the live experience.
The chat box works as a powerful community building’s tool and the conversations sparked in the chat rooms are what
transforms Twitch into a collective and social watching experience, which is very different from simply watching videos of somebody
playing a game, cooking a dish or playing a song on YouTube. So, referring back to Gensler’s Experience Modes, connecting and
interacting with a community of like-minded people is one of the main motives for the viewer (social mode) as, according to Wulf et
al, “Twitch fulfills all aspects of social communities, namely, membership (by subscription to certain streamers), influence (via
interaction with other viewers and the streamer), need fulfillment (they refer to rewards such as sociability, status, success, and
gaining of both knowledge and skills), and emotional connection to others (through a common history and identification with others
that is shaped via continuous participation)” (333)⁴. In addition to the social dimension, some viewers stream the videos to learn more

about a game’s techniques and strategies or to see the game in action, increasing their overall knowledge and understanding of the
game (educational motive). Finally, other members of the audience join the platform in order to be entertained and to escape from their
everyday life (entertainment mode), so for these individuals two of the major attractors to the video experience is the personality of the
broadcaster and the quality of the streaming show. The success of streamers is measured, in fact, not only by their gaming skills but
also by their ability to match the taste and sense of humor of the audience and to provide a fun, engaging streaming experience. For
the streamer, Twitch represents “an empowering tool for self-expression” (Partin 2019, p.155) ⁵ as well as it constitutes a way to make
money through donations, ads, subscriptions, sponsorships while elevating their status within the Twitch community. A viewer can,
for example, donate virtual currency, the Twitch “Bits”, to support their favorite streamer, and this will allow him/her to amplify
his/her voice and to stand out from the rest of the audience (ex. Melina is a streamer travelling around Europe who asks her fans to
support her trip through donations, see images 1 and 2 in the Appendix)
Let’s Try It!
When I first downloaded the Twitch app, I was skeptical about the level of interactivity and participation that could be achieved
through this platform, but after streaming a couple of videos I was very impressed by the sense of community and the emotional
connections that I started developing in this site. One of my favorite videogames is The Sims, so I joined the streaming of
SarPlaysSims, a Canadian streamer with a bubbly personality and 5.8k followers (image 3), who was building a mansion in The Sims
4. I was very excited that the streamer was in building mode, as that is one of my favorite activities of the game, and, as soon as I
entered the chat room, SarPlaysSims welcomed me and thanked me for following her and then kept talking with the other viewers
about her obsession for bread. I immediately jumped in, expressing my love for garlic bread (image 4), and then I kept following the
conversation, which shifted pretty quickly, moving from horror movies (image 5) to hair colors (image 6). The streamer kept
decorating the house, while constantly interacting with the audience: she sang some famous songs while wearing a Stitch hat, made
jokes, replied to the viewers’ questions and talked about her everyday life ( saying, for example, that she needed to do laundry and she
just got off work).
The conversation was lively and entertaining, the topics were extremely relatable and I really felt like I was just sitting on a
couch talking with my friends while playing my favorite game. I was a little bit frustrated by the intrusiveness of the ads as well as by
the overwhelming amount of comments in the chat box which drowned some of my personal observations and made me feel ignored,
but most of the time I was able to have a pleasant conversation with the other viewers and bond with them through our shared interest
for The Sims. As I connected with some members of the audience, I also had two meaningful personal interactions with the streamer
which made me feel valued and heard and deepened my bond with SarPlaysSims: in the first one, I commented how I loved the lamp
that the streamer chose and she thanked me and asked me if I thought it was high enough (image 7); in the second interaction, instead,
as we were talking about how luxurious the house created by SarPlaysSims was, I commented how rich people always seem to have a
lot of abstract paintings (image 8), SarPlaysSims laughed and told me she was going to add one and then more people started posting
comments about tendencies and habits of rich people. In this second instance, I felt important and visible as I turned from a generic

member of the audience to an active prosumer who sparked a new conversation, attracted the attention of the streamer and made a
suggestion that contributed to the design of the house. While I was very involved for the first 30 minutes of the stream session, the rest
of the time I tuned in and out, keeping the video as background noise and acting more as a distracted viewer (which shades light on the
different types of involvement that the user can choose to have with this experience). Overall, I really enjoyed participating to this
collective gaming experience as I learned new tricks about the game and useful information about the expansion packs, I virtually met
some interesting people (such as snckrs9, a girl from Germany who was watching the stream to learn English) and I felt a sense of
belonging to The Sims community.
Using Twitch for the Cooking Community
Thinking about the Tasters and Helpers of my research project, Twitch could be a great platform for this community as it could
contribute to improve the situation of the unemployed cooks as well as it could strengthen the social connections, provide learning
opportunities and foster a lively dialogue between the members. On Twitch cooks could live stream their cooking classes, asking the
audience to support them through donations, and with the chat box they could reply to the viewer’s questions in real time, while
sharing tips and teaching culinary techniques to the audience. The Helpers could serve as moderators for the conversations and could
also use this platform to show off their skills and to start building up their influence in the cooking community by posting videos about
their recipes and hosting Q&A session during which they can give suggestions to the less experienced members of the community.
The Tasters, instead, could stream videos to get inspiration and learn new recipes without having to necessarily actively participate in
the conversation if they don’t want to. In this way, Twitch could be used to solve one of the challenges brought by COVID-19 (cooks’
unemployment) while also meeting the needs and wants of the cooking community.
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